Abstract-Computationally intensive distributed and parallel computing is often bottlenecked by a small set of slow workers known as stragglers. In this paper, we utilize the emerging idea of "coded computation" to design a novel error-correctingcode inspired technique for solving linear inverse problems under specific iterative methods in a parallelized implementation affected by stragglers. Example applications include inverse problems in machine learning on graphs, such as personalized PageRank and sampling on graphs. We provably show that our coded-computation technique can reduce the mean-squared error under a computational deadline constraint. In fact, the ratio of mean-squared error of replication-based and coded techniques diverges to infinity as the deadline increases. Our experiments for personalized PageRank performed on real systems and real social networks show that this ratio can be as large as 10 4 . Further, unlike coded-computation techniques proposed thus far, our strategy combines outputs of all workers, including the stragglers, to produce more accurate estimates at the computational deadline. This also ensures that the accuracy degrades "gracefully" in the event that the number of stragglers is large.
I. INTRODUCTION
Although modern distributed computing systems have developed techniques for maintaining fault tolerance, the performance of such computing systems is often bottlenecked by a small number of slow workers. This "straggling" effect of the slow workers [1] - [4] is often addressed by replicating tasks across workers and using this redundancy to ignore some of the stragglers. Recently, concepts from error-correcting codes have been used for speeding up distributed computing [5] - [18] , which build on classical works on algorithm-based fault-tolerance [19] . The key idea is to treat slow workers as "erasures" and use error-correcting codes to retrieve the result after a subset of fast workers have finished. In some cases, (e.g. [6] , [8] for matrix multiplications), coding techniques (i.e., techniques that utilize error-correcting codes) achieve scaling-sense speedups in average computation time compared to replication. In this work, we propose a novel coding-inspired technique to deal with the straggler effect in distributed computing of linear inverse problems using iterative solvers [20] , such as personalized PageRank [21] , [22] and signal recovery on large graphs [23] - [25] . We focus on iterative methods for solving these linear systems. For the personalized PageRank problem, we study the power-iteration method which is the most classical PageRank algorithm [21] . For the problem of signal recovery on graphs, we study linear iterative algorithms such as the projected gradient descent algorithm [23] - [25] .
Existing algorithms that use coding to deal with stragglers treat straggling workers as erasures, that is, they ignore com-Y. Yang A toy example of the comparison between the existing scheme in [6] and the proposed algorithm.
putation results of the stragglers. Interestingly, in the iterative solvers for linear inverse problems, even if the computation result at a straggler has not converged, the proposed algorithm does not ignore the result, but instead combines it (with appropriate weights) with results from other workers. This is in part because the result of the iterative method converges gradually to the true solution. We use a small example shown in Fig. 1 to illustrate this idea. Suppose we want to solve two linear inverse problems with solutions x error than the replication-based linear solver (Theorem IV.4). In fact, when the computation time T dl increases, the ratio of the mean-squared error (MSE) of replication-based and coded linear solvers can get arbitrarily large (Theorem IV.5)! For validation of our theory, we performed experiments to compare the performance of coded and replication-based personalized PageRank (respectively using coded and replicationbased power-iteration method) on the Twitter and Google Plus social networks under a deadline on computation time using a given number of workers on a real computation cluster (Section VI-A). We observe that the MSE of coded PageRank is smaller than that of replication by a factor of 10 4 at T dl = 2 seconds. From an intuitive perspective, the advantage of coding over replication is that coding utilizes the diversity of all heterogeneous workers. To compare with existing coded technique in [6] , we adapt its technique to inverse problems by inverting only the partial results from the fast workers. However, from our experiments, if only the results from the fast workers are used, the error amplifies due to inverting an illconditioned submatrix during decoding (Section VI-A). This ill-conditioning issue of real-number erasure codes has also been recognized in a recent communication problem [26] . In contrast, our novel way of combining all the partial results including those from the stragglers helps bypass the difficulty of inverting an ill-conditioned matrix.
The focus of this work is on utilizing computations to deliver the minimal MSE in solving linear inverse problems. Our algorithm does not reduce the communication cost. However, because each worker performs sophisticated iterative computations, such as the power-iteration computations in our problem, the time required for computation dominates that of communication (see Section V-C). This is unlike some recent works (e.g. [7] , [11] , [27] - [30] ) where communication costs are observed to dominate. However, in these works, the computational tasks at each worker are simpler, and sometimes the communication cost is large because of data-shuffling (e.g. in MapReduce [31] ).
Finally, we summarize our main contributions in this paper:
• We propose a coded algorithm for distributed computation for multiple instances of a linear inverse problem; • We theoretically analyze the mean-squared error of coded, uncoded and replication-based iterative linear solvers under a deadline constraint; • We compare mean-squared error of coded linear solver with uncoded and replication-based linear solver and show scaling sense advantage in theory and orders of magnitude smaller error in data experiments; • This is the first work that treats stragglers as soft errors instead of erasures, which leads to graceful degradation in the event that the number of stragglers is large.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we present the model of parallel linear systems that we will apply the idea of error correcting codes. Then, we provide two applications that can be directly formulated in the form of parallel linear systems.
A. Preliminaries on Solving Parallel Linear Systems using Iterative Methods
Consider the problem of solving k inverse problems with the same linear transform matrix and different inputs r i :
Mx i = r i , i = 1, 2, . . . k.
(
When M is a square matrix, the closed-form solution is
When M is a non-square matrix, the solution to (1) is interpreted as
with an appropriate regularization parameter λ. The closedform solution of (3) is
Computing matrix inverse in (2) or (4) directly is often hard and commonly used methods are often iterative. In this paper, we study two ordinary iterative methods, namely the Jacobian method for solving (1) and the gradient descent method for solving (3).
1) The Jacobian Method for Square System: For a square matrix M, one can decompose M = D + L, where D is diagonal. Then, the Jacobian iteration is written as
Under certain conditions of D and L (see [20, p.115] ), the computation result converges to the true solution.
2) Gradient Descent for Non-square System: For the -2 minimization problem (3), the gradient descent solution has the form
where is an appropriate step-size. From these two problem formulations, we can see that the iterative methods have the same form
for two appropriate matrices B and K. Denote by x * i the solution to (1) or (3). Then,
Then, from (8) and (7), the computation error e (l)
B. Distributed Computing and the Straggler Effect
Consider solving k linear inverse problems in k parallel workers using the iterative method (7) , such that each processor solves one problem. Due to the straggler effect, the computation of the linear inverse problem on different workers can have different computation speeds. Suppose after the deadline time T dl , the i-th worker has completed l i iterations in (7) . Then, the residual error at the i-th worker is
For our theoretical results, we sometimes need the following assumption. Assumption 1. We assume that the optimal solutions x *
Denote by µ E and C E respectively the mean and the covariance of each x * i . Assume we start with the initial estimate x (0) i = µ E , which can be estimated from data. Then, e
i − x * i has mean 0 N and covariance C E . Note that Assumption 1 is equivalent to the assumption that the inputs r i , i = 1, 2, . . . k are i.i.d., because the input and the true solution for a linear inverse problem are related by a linear transform. We provide an extension of this i.i.d. assumption in Section III-C.
C. Two Motivating Examples
Now we study two examples of the general linear inverse problems. Both of them related to data processing of graphs.
1) PageRank as a Square System: For a directed graph G = (V, E) with node set V and edge set E, the PageRank algorithm aims to measure the importance of the nodes in V by computing the stationary distribution of a discretetime "random walk with restart" on the graph that mimics the behavior of a web surfer on the Internet. At each step, with probability 1 − d, the random walk chooses a random neighbor on the graph with uniform probability to proceed to (e.g. d = 0.15 in [21] ). With probability d, it jumps to an arbitrary node in the graph. The probability d is often called the "teleport probability". From [21] , the problem of computing the stationary distribution is equivalent to solving the following linear problem
where N is the number of nodes and A is the columnnormalized adjacency matrix, i.e., for a directed edge
, where deg(v j ) is the in-degree of v j . The personalized PageRank problem [22] considers a more general linear equation
for any possible vector r ∈ R N that satisfies 1 r = 1. Compared to the original PageRank problem [21] , personalized PageRank [22] utilizes both the structure of the graph and the personal preferences of different users. The solution x is also the limiting distribution of a random walk, but with different restarting distribution. That is, with probability d, instead of jumping to each node with uniform probability, the random walk jumps to different nodes according to distribution r. Intuitively, difference in the vector r represents different preferences of web surfers.
A classical method to solve PageRank is power-iteration, which iterates the following computation until convergence (usually with initial condition x
One can see that the power-iteration method is exactly the same as the Jacobian iteration (5).
2) "Graph Signal Reconstruction" as a Non-Square System: The emerging field of signal processing on graphs [32] , [33] is based on a neat idea of treating "values" associated with the nodes of a graph as "a signal supported on a graph" and apply techniques from signal processing to solve problems such as prediction and detection. For example, the number of cars at different road intersections on the Manhattan road network can be viewed as a graph signal on the road graph G = (V, E) where V is the set of road intersections and E is the set of road segments. For a directed or undirected graph G = (V, E), the graph signal has the same dimension as the number of nodes |V| in the graph, i.e., there is only one value associated with each node.
One important problem of graph signal processing is that of recovering the values on the remaining nodes of a graph given the values sampled on a particular node subset S ⊂ V under the assumption of "bandlimited" graph signal [23] - [25] . One application of graph signal reconstruction can be that of reconstructing the entire traffic flow using the observations from a few cameras at some road intersections [34] . The graph signal reconstruction problem can be formulated as a leastsquare solution of the following linear system (see equation (5) in [24] )
where f (S) is the given part of the graph signal f on the set S, f (S c ) is the unknown part of the graph signal f to be reconstructed, [α 1 , α 2 , . . . α w ] are unknown coefficients of
represented in the subspace spanned by u 1 , u 2 , . . . u w which are the first w eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian matrix. It is shown in [24] that this least-square reconstruction problem can be solved using an iterative linear projection method (see equation (11) in [24] )
where
This iteration can be shown to converge to the least square solution given by
Note that we may want to reconstruct multiple instances of graph signal, such as road traffic at different time, which brings in the formulation of distributed computing.
D. Preliminaries on Error Correcting Codes
We borrow concepts and terminology from error-correcting codes [35] . E.g., we will use "encode" and "decode" to denote preprocessing and post-processing before and after parallel computation. Although classically encoding and (specially) decoding can be nonlinear operations, in this paper, the encoder multiplies the inputs to the parallel workers with a "generator matrix" G and the decoder multiplies the outputs of the workers with a "decoding matrix" L. We call a code an (n, k) code if the generator matrix has size k × n.
In this paper, we often use generator matrices G with orthonormal rows, which means
An example of such a matrix is the submatrix formed by any k rows of an n×n orthonormal matrix (e.g., a Fourier matrix). Under this assumption, G k×n can be augmented to form an n×n orthonormal matrix using another matrix H (n−k)×n , i.e.
the square matrix
This structure assumption is not necessary when we compare the error exponents of different linear inverse algorithms when the computation time T dl goes to infinity (e.g., coded and uncoded). However, it is useful when we present theorems on finite T dl .
III. CODED DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING OF LINEAR INVERSE PROBLEMS

A. The Coded Linear Inverse Algorithm
The proposed coded linear inverse algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm has three stages: preprocessing (encoding) at the central controller, parallel computing at n parallel workers, and post-processing (decoding) at the central controller. As we show later in the analysis of computing error, the entries in the diagonal matrix Λ are the expected mean-squared error at each worker prior to decoding. The decoding matrix L k×n in the decoding step (21) is chosen to be (GΛ −1 G ) −1 GΛ −1 to reduce the mean-squared error of the estimates of linear inverse solutions by assigning different weights to different workers based on the estimated accuracy of their computation (which is what Λ provides).
B. Bounds on Performance of the Coded Linear Inverse Algorithm
Define l = [l 1 , l 2 , . . . l n ] as the vector of the number of iterations at all workers. We use the notation E[·|l] to denote the conditional expectation taken with respect to the randomness of the optimal solution x * i (see Assumption 1) but conditioned on fixed iteration number l i at each worker, i.e., for a random variable X,
Theorem III.1. Define E =X − X * , i.e., the error of the decoding result (21) . Assuming that the solutions for each linear inverse problem are chosen i.i.d. (across all problems) according to a distribution with covariance C E . Then, the error covariance of E satisfies
where the norm · is the Frobenius norm, σ max (G G) is the maximum eigenvalue of G G and the matrix Λ is defined in (22) . Further, when G has orthonormal rows, 
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Parallel Computing: for i = 1 to n do Send s i and y
to the i-th worker. Compute the solution of (1) or (3) using the specified iterative method (7) with initial estimate y 
Post Processing (Decoding):
Compute an estimate of the linear inverse solutions using the following matrix multiplication:
where the estimateX N ×k = [x 1 ,x 2 , . . . ,x k ], the matrix Λ is
where the matrices C(l i ), i = 1, . . . , n are defined as
In computation of Λ, if trace(C(l i )) are not available, one can use estimates of this trace as discussed in Section V-B.
Proof. See appendix Section VIII-A for a detailed proof. Here we provide the main intuition by analyzing a "scalar version" of the linear inverse problem, in which case the matrix B is equal to a scalar a. In appendix Section VIII-A, we make the generalization to all B matrices using matrix vectorization. For B = a, the inputs and the initial estimates in (18) and (19) are vectors instead of matrices. As we show in appendix Section VIII-A, if we encode both the inputs and the initial estimates using (18) and (19), we also "encode" the error (27) i ] = c e , which is a scalar version of C E after Assumption 1. From (10), the error satisfies:
Denote by D = diag{a l1 , a l2 , . . . a ln }. Therefore, from (27) and (28) , the error before the decoding step (21) can be written as
We can show (see appendix Section VIII-A for details) that after the decoding step (21) , the error vector is also multiplied by the decoding matrix L = (GΛ −1 G )
2 , . . .
Thus,
where (a) holds because E 0 := [e 
which is the same as the entries in the diagonal matrix
Corollary III.1. Suppose the i.i.d. Assumption 1 holds and the matrix G k×n is a submatrix of an n × n orthonormal matrix, i.e. there exists a matrix
Assume that the symmetric matrix FΛF has the block form
that is,
Proof. The proof essentially relies on the Schur complement.
See appendix Section VIII-B for details.
C. Bounds on the Mean-squared Error beyond the i.i.d. Case
Until now, we based our analysis on the i.i.d. assumption 1. For the PageRank problem discussed in Section II-C, this assumption means that the PageRank queries are independent across different users. Although the case when the PageRank queries are arbitrarily correlated is hard to analyze, we may still provide concrete analysis for some specific cases. For example, a reasonable case when the PageRank queries are correlated with each other is when these queries are all affected by some "common fashion topic" that the users wish to search for. In mathematics, we can model this phenomenon by assuming that the solutions to the i-th linear inverse problem satisfies
for some random vectorx and an i.i.d. vector z i across different queries (different i). The common partx is random because the common fashion topic itself can be random. This model can be generalized to the following "stationary" model. Assumption 2. Assume the solutions x * i 's of the linear inverse problems have the same mean µ E and stationary covariances, i.e.,
Under this assumption, we have to change the coded linear inverse algorithm slightly. The details are shown in Algorithm 2. (38) where σ max (G G) is the maximum eigenvalue of G G, and
For the stationary version, we can have the counterpart of Theorem III.1 as follows. Trivial generalizations include arbitrary linear scaling x * i = α ix + β i z i for scaling constants α i and β i .
Theorem III.2. Define E =X − X * , i.e., the error of the decoding result (21) by replacing Λ defined in (22) withΛ in (38) . Assuming that the solutions for all linear inverse problems satisfy Assumption 2. Then, the error covariance of E satisfies
where the norm · is the Frobenius norm.
Proof. See appendix Section VIII-C.
In Section IV, we compare coded, uncoded and replicationbased linear inverse schemes under the i.i.d. assumption. However, we include one experiment in Section VI-A to show that Algorithm 2 also works in the stationary case.
IV. COMPARISON WITH UNCODED SCHEMES AND REPLICATION-BASED SCHEMES
Here, we often assume (we will state explicitly in the theorem) that the number of iterations l i at different workers are i.i.d.. E f [·] denotes expectation on randomness of both the linear inverse solutions x * i and the number of iterations l i . Assumption 3. Within time T dl , the number of iterations of linear inverse computations at each worker follows an i.
A. Comparison between the coded and uncoded linear inverse before a deadline First, we compare the coded linear inverse scheme with an uncoded scheme, in which case we use the first k workers to solve k linear inverse problems in (8) without coding. The following theorem quantifies the overall mean-squared error of the uncoded scheme given l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l k . The proof is in appendix Section VIII-D. Theorem IV.1. In the uncoded scheme, the overall error is
Further, when the i.i.d. Assumption 3 holds,
Then, we compare the overall mean-squared error of coded and uncoded linear inverse algorithms. Note that this comparison is not fair because the coded algorithm uses more workers than uncoded. However, we still include Theorem IV.2 because we need it for the fair comparison between coded and replication-based linear inverse. Theorem IV.2. (Coded linear inverse beats uncoded) Suppose the i.i.d. Assumption 1 and 3 hold and suppose G is a k × n submatrix of an n × n Fourier transform matrix F. Then, expected error of the coded linear inverse is strictly less than that of uncoded:
where J 2 and J 4 are defined in (33) .
We will show that
which completes the proof. To show (45), first note that from (42),
Since
] is a submatrix of a Fourier matrix, we have
Therefore,
which, along with (46), completes the proof of (45), and hence also the proof of Theorem IV.2.
B. Comparison between the replication-based and coded linear inverse before a deadline
Consider an alternative way of doing linear inverse using n > k workers. In this paper, we only consider the case when n − k < k, i.e., the number of extra workers is only slightly bigger than the number of problems (both in theory and in experiments). Since we have n − k extra workers, a natural way is to pick any (n − k) linear inverse problems and replicate them using these extra (n − k) workers. After we obtain two computation results for the same equation, we use two natural "decoding" strategies for this replication-based linear inverse: (i) choose the worker with higher number of iterations; (ii) compute the weighted average using weights w1 w1+w2 and w2 w1+w2 , where w 1 = 1/ trace(C(l 1 )) and w 2 = 1/ trace(C(l 2 )), and l 1 and l 2 are the number of iterations completed at the two workers. Theorem IV.3. The replication-based schemes satisfies the following lower bound on the mean-squared error:
Proof overview. Here the goal is to obtain a lower bound on the MSE of replication-based linear inverse and compare it with an upper bound on the MSE of coded linear inverse. Note that if an extra worker is used to replicate the computation at the i-th worker, i.e., the linear inverse problem with input r i is solved on two workers, the expected error of the result of the i-th problem could at best reduced from E f [trace(C(l 1 ))] to zero 1 . Therefore, (n − k) extra workers make the error decrease by at most (and strictly smaller than)
Using this lower bound, we can provably show that coded linear inverse beats replication-based linear inverse when certain conditions are satisfied. One crucial condition is that the distribution of the random variable trace(C(l)) satisfies a "variance heavy-tail" property defined as follows. Definition 1. The random variable trace(C(l)) is said to have a "ρ-variance heavy-tail" property if
for some constant ρ > 1. For the coded linear inverse, we will use a Fourier code the generator matrix G of which is a submatrix of a Fourier matrix. This particular choice of code is only for ease of analysis in comparing coded linear inverse and replication-based linear inverse. In practice, the code that minimizes mean-squared error should be chosen.
Theorem IV.4. (Coded linear inverse beats replication) Suppose the i.i.d. Assumption 1 and 3 hold and G is a k × n submatrix of an n × n Fourier matrix F. Further, suppose (n − k) = o( √ n). Then, the expected error of the coded linear inverse satisfies
Moreover, if the random variable trace(C(l)) satisfies the ρ-variance heavy-tail property for ρ > 1, coded linear inverse outperforms replication-based linear inverse in the following sense,
Proof overview. See appendix Section VIII-E for a complete and rigorous proof. Here we only provide the main intuition behind the proof. From Theorem IV.2, we have
(52) To prove (50), the main technical difficulty is to simplify the term trace(J 2 J −1 4 J 2 ). For a Fourier matrix F, we are able to show that the matrix FΛF = J 1 J 2 J 2 J 4 (see Corollary III.1) is a Toeplitz matrix, which provides a good structure for us to study its behavior. Then, we use the Gershgorin circle theorem [36] (with some algebraic derivation) to show that the maximum eigenvalue of J 4 satisfies
, and separately using some algebraic manipulations, we show
for large matrix size n. Since
we obtain
for large n. Then, (50) can be proved by plugging (55) into (52). After that, we can combine (50), (48) and the variance heavy-tail property to prove (51).
C. Asymptotic Comparison between Coded, Uncoded and
Replication-based linear inverse as the Deadline T dl → ∞
Consider the coded and uncoded linear inverse when the overall computation time T dl → ∞. From Theorem III.1 and Theorem IV.1, the computation error of uncoded and coded linear inverse are respectively
where the matrix Λ is
and the matrices C(l i ), i = 1, . . . , n are defined as
Assumption 4. We assume the computation time of one power iteration is fixed at each worker for each linear inverse computation, i.e., there exist n random variables
The above assumption is validated in experiments in appendix Section VI-C.
The k-th order statistic of a statistic sample is equal to its kth smallest value. Suppose the order statistics of the sequence 
The error exponents of uncoded, replication and coded linear inverse satisfy coded>replication=uncoded.
Here the expectation E[·|l] is only taken with respect to the randomness of the linear inverse sequence x i , i = 1, 2, . . . k, and conditioned on the number of iterations l. The limit lim Tdl→∞ is taken under the Assumption 4, i.e., l i = Tdl vi . Proof overview. See appendix Section VIII-F for a detailed proof. The main intuition behind this result is the following: when T dl approaches infinity, the error of uncoded computation is dominated by the slowest worker among the first k workers, which has per-iteration time max i∈[k] v i . For the replication-based scheme, since the number of extra workers n − k < k, there is a non-zero probability (which does not change with T dl ) that the n − k extra workers do not replicate the computation in the slowest one among the first worker. Therefore, replication when n − k < k does not improve the error exponent, because the error is dominated by this slowest worker. For coded computation, we show in appendix Section VIII-F that the slowest n−k workers among the overall n workers do not affect the error exponent, which means that the error is dominated by the k-th fastest worker, which has per-iteration time v i k . Since the k-th fastest worker among all n workers can not be slower than the slowest one among the first (unordered) k workers, the error exponent of coded linear inverse is larger than that of the uncoded and the replicationbased linear inverse.
V. ANALYZING THE COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY A. Encoding and decoding complexity
We first show that the encoding and decoding complexity of Algorithm 1 are in scaling-sense smaller than that of the computation at each worker. This is important to ensure that straggling comes from the parallel workers, not the encoder or decoder. The proof of the following Theorem is in appendix Section VIII-H. Theorem V.1. The computational complexity for the encoding and decoding is Θ(nkN ), where N is the number of rows in the matrix B and k, n depend on the number of available workers assuming that each worker performs a single linear inverse computation. For a general dense matrix B, the computational complexity of computing linear inverse at each worker is Θ(N 2 l), where l is the number of iterations in the specified iterative algorithm. The complexity of encoding and decoding is smaller than that of the computation at each user for large B matrices (large N ).
The complexity of encoding and decoding can be further reduced if the Coppersmith-Winograd algorithm for matrixmatrix multiplication is used [37] . In our experiment on the Google Plus graph for computing PageRank, the computation time at each worker is 30 seconds and the encoding and decoding time at the central controller is about 1 second.
B. Computing the Matrix Λ
One difficulty in our coded linear inverse algorithm is computing the entries trace(C(l)) = trace B l C E (B ) l in the weight matrix Λ in (22) , which involves a number of matrix-matrix multiplications. One way to side-step this problem is to estimate trace(C(l)) using Monte Carlo simulations. Concretely, choose m i.i.d. N -variate random vectors a 1 , a 2 , . . . a m that are distributed the same as the initial error e (0) after Assumption 1. Then, compute the statistiĉ
where T u is an upper bound of the number of iterations in a practical iterative computing algorithm. The lemma in appendix Section VIII-G shows thatγ m,l is an unbiased and asymptotically consistent estimator of trace(C(l)) for all l.
In our experiments on PageRank, for each graph we choose m = 10 and estimate trace(C(l)) before implementing the coded linear inverse algorithm (in this case it is the coded power-iteration algorithm), which has the same complexity as solving m = 10 extra linear inverse problems.
For the correlated case, we have to compute a slightly modified weighting matrix denoted byΛ in (38) . The only 
Then, the lemma in appendix Section VIII-G shows that γ m,(li,lj ) is also an unbiased and asymptotically consistent estimator of Ψ i,j .
C. Analysis on the cost of communication versus computation
In this work, we focus on optimizing the computation cost. However, what if the computation cost is small compared to the overall cost, including the communication cost? If this is true, optimizing the computation cost is not very useful. In what follows, we show that the computation cost is larger than the communication cost in the scaling-sense. Theorem V.2. The ratio between computation and communication at the i-th worker is COST computation /COST communication = Θ(l id ) operations per integer, where l i is the number of iterations at the i-th worker, andd is the average number of non-zeros in each row of the B matrix. See appendix Section VIII-I for a complete proof.
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND SIMULATIONS
A. Experiments on Real Systems
We test the performance of the coded linear inverse algorithm for the PageRank problem on the Twitter graph and the Google Plus graph from the SNAP datasets [38] . The Twitter graph has 81,306 nodes and 1,768,149 edges, and the Google Plus graph has 107,614 nodes and 13,673,453 edges. We use the HT-condor framework in a cluster to conduct the experiments. The task is to solve k = 100 personalized PageRank problems in parallel using n = 120 workers. The uncoded algorithm picks the first k workers and uses one worker for each PageRank problem. The two replication-based schemes replicate the computation of the first n − k PageRank problems in the extra n − k workers (see Section IV-B). The Original coded method in [6] Extension of coded method in [6] Fig . 3 . Experimental comparison between an extended version of the algorithm in [6] and Algorithm 1 on the Google Plus graph. The figure shows that naively extending the general coded computing in [6] using matrix inverse increases the computation error. coded PageRank uses n workers to solve these k = 100 equations using Algorithm 1. We use a (120, 100) code where the generator matrix is the submatrix composed of the first 100 rows in a 120 × 120 DFT matrix. The computation results are shown in Fig. 2 . Note that the two graphs of different sizes so the computation in the two experiments takes different time. From Fig. 2 , we can see that the mean-squared error of uncoded and replication-based schemes is larger than that of coded computation by a factor of 10 4 .
We also compare Algorithm 1 with the coded computing algorithm proposed in [6] . The original algorithm proposed in [6] is not designed for iterative algorithms, but it has a natural extension to the case of computing before a deadline. Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the performance of Algorithm 1 and this extension of the algorithm from [6] . This extension uses the results from the k fastest workers to retrieve the required PageRank solutions. More concretely, suppose S ⊂ [n] is the index set of the k fastest workers. Then, this extension retrieves the solutions to the original k PageRank problems by solving the following equation:
where Y S is the computation results obtained from the fastest k workers and G S is the k × k submatrix composed of the columns in the generator matrix G with indexes in S. However, since there is some remaining error at each worker (i.e., the computation results Y S have not converged yet), when conducting the matrix-inverse-based decoding from [6] , the error is magnified due to the large condition number of G S . This is why the algorithm in [6] cannot be naively applied in the coded PageRank problem. Finally, we test Algorithm 2 for correlated PageRank queries that are distributed with the stationary covariance matrix in the form of (36) and (37) . Note that the only change to be made in this case is on the Λ matrix (see equation (38) ). The other settings are exactly the same as the experiments that are shown in Figure 2 . The results on the Twitter social graph are shown in Figure 4 . In this case, we also have to compute One question remains: what is the best code design for the coded linear inverse algorithm? Although we do not have a concrete answer to this question, we have tested different codes (with different generator matrices G) in the Twitter graph experiment, all using Algorithm 1. The results are shown in Fig. 3 (right) . The generator matrix used for the "binary" curve has i.i.d. binary entries in {−1, 1}. The generator matrix used for the "sparse" curve has random binary sparse entries. The generator matrix for the "Gaussian" curve has i.i.d. standard Gaussian entries. In this experiment, the DFT-code performs the best. However, finding the best code in general is a meaningful future work.
B. Simulations
We also test the coded PageRank algorithm in a simulated setup with randomly generated graphs and worker response times. These simulations help us understand looseness in our theoretical bounding techniques. They can also test the performance of the coded Algorithm for different distributions. We simulate Algorithm 1 on a randomly generated Erdös-Rényi graph with N = 500 nodes and connection probability 0.1. The number of workers n is set to be 240 and the number of PageRank vectors k is set to be 200. We use the first 6 and Fig. 7 , we show the simulation result on the mean squared error of all k = 200 PageRank vectors in both uncoded and coded PageRank, which are respectively shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . The x-axis represents the computation results for different PageRank problems and the y-axis represents the corresponding mean-squared error. It can be seen that in the uncoded PageRank, some of the PageRank vectors have much higher error than the remaining ones (the blue spikes in Fig.  6 ), because these are the PageRank vectors returned by the slow workers in the simulation. However, in coded PageRank, the peak-to-average ratio of mean squared error is much lower than in the uncoded PageRank. This means that using coding, we are able to mitigate the straggler effect and achieve more uniform performance across different PageRank computations. From a practical perspective, this means that we can provide fairness to different PageRank queries. We compare the average mean-squared error of uncoded, replication-based and coded PageRank algorithms in Fig. 8 . The first simulation compares these three algorithms when the processing time of one iteration of PageRank computation is exponentially distributed, and the second and third when the number of iterations is uniformly distributed in the range from 1 to 20 and Bernoulli distributed at two points 5 and 20 (which we call "delta" distribution). It can be seen that in all three different types of distributions, coded PageRank beats the other two algorithms.
C. Validating Assumption 4 using Experiments
Here we provide an experiment that validates Assumption 4 in Section IV-C, i.e., the computation time of one poweriteration at the same worker is a constant over time. In Fig. 9 , we plot the number of power-iterations completed at different workers versus computation time. We can see that the computation speed is indeed constant, which means that Assumption 4 is valid 2 . Note that there is a non-zero time cost for loading the graph at each worker. This amount of time does not exist if the network graph is already loaded in the cache of distributed workers for online queries.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Coded computing for distributed machine learning and data processing systems affected by the straggler effect has become an active research area in recent years [5] - [8] . By studying coding for iterative algorithms designed for distributed inverse problems, we aim to introduce new applications and analytical tools to the problem of coded computing with stragglers. Since these iterative algorithms designed for inverse problems commonly have decreasing error with time, the partial computation results at stragglers can provide useful information for the distributed computing of the final outputs. By incorporating these partial results, we expect to have improved error reduction compared to treating the results as erasures. Note that this is unlike recent works on coding for multistage computing problems [39] - [41] , where the computation error can accumulate with time and coding has to be applied repeatedly to suppress this error accumulation. Our next goal is to study the problem of designing and applying coding techniques to distributed computing under different situations of error accumulation/decay, especially in iterative and multistage computations. The exponential decay of error considered in this paper is a special case of the general problem mentioned above.
VIII. APPENDICES A. Proof of Theorem III.1
We first introduce some notation and preliminary properties that we will use in this proof. Denote by vec(A) the vector that is composed of the concatenation of all columns in a matrix 
Property 3: The following mixed-product property holds
if one can form the matrices AC and BD. 
Property 6: (commutative property) Suppose A m×n and B p×q are two matrices. Then,
Property 7: Suppose A is an nN × nN matrix that can be written as
where each A ij is a square matrix of size N × N . Then, for an arbitrary matrix L of size k × n,
Proof. See appendix Section VIII-J.
1)
Computing the explicit form of the error matrix E: From (18), we have encoded the input r i to the linear inverse problem in the following way:
Since x * i is the solution to the linear inverse problem, we have
where C inv is either the direct inverse in (2) for square linear inverse problems or the least-square solution in (4) for nonsquare inverse problems. Define y * i as the solution of the inverse problem with the encoded input s i . Then, we also have
Left-multiplying C inv on both LHS and RHS of (73) and plugging in (74) and (75), we have
, which is the remaining error at the i-th worker after l i iterations. From the explicit form (10) of the remaining error of the executed iterative algorithm, we have y
Therefore,from the definition of Y (Tdl) (see (20) ) and equation (76) and (77),
Plugging in (21), we get the explicit form of E =X − X * :
From (19), (76) and the definition
2) Vectorization of the error matrix E: From property 2 of Lemma VIII.1, vectorization does not change the Frobenius norm, so we have
Therefore, to prove the conclusion of this theorem, i.e.,
3) Express the mean-squared error using the vectorization form: Now we prove (82). From (79), we have
which is the same as
From property 1 of Lemma VIII.1, (84) means vec(E)
1 , . . . ,
Define
and
Then,
4) Bounding the term E[E 0 E 0 |l] using the maximum eigenvalue σ max (G G):
Therefore, using property 1 of Lemma VIII.1, we have
1 , e
2 , . . . , e
From Assumption 1, the covariance of e
Therefore, from (92), we have
where (a) is from (93), (b) and (c) follow respectively from property 3 and property 5 of Lemma VIII.1. If G has orthonormal rows, the eigenvalues of G G (which is an n×n matrix) are all in (0, 1] . This is why we can remove the term σ max (G G) in (26) when G has orthonormal rows. In what follows, we assume G has orthonormal rows, and the result when G does not have orthonormal rows follows naturally.
Assuming G has orthonormal rows, we have
Plugging (95) into (90), we have
From the definition of C(l i ) in (23),
5) Reducing the dimensionality of D(I n ⊗ C E )D in the trace expression using property 7 in Lemma VIII.1: From Property 7 in Lemma VIII.1, we can simplify (99):
where (a) is from (98), (b) is from Property 7 and (c) is from the definition of Λ in (22) . Equation (99) can be further simplified to
where (a) is from the definition of the decoding matrix
Thus, we have completed the proof of Theorem III.1 for the case when G has orthonormal rows. As we argued earlier, the proof when G does not have orthonormal rows follows immediately (see the text after (94)).
B. Proof of Corollary III.1
First, note that
where (a) is from F F = I n . Now take the inverse of both sides of (33), we have
where * is used as a substitute for matrices that are unimportant for our argument. Thus, comparing (102) and (103),
which means
From (26) and (105), the theorem follows.
C. Proof of Theorem III.2
The proof follows the same procedure as the proof of Theorem III.1. Basically, we can obtain exactly the same results from (73) to (92) except that all Λ are replaced with Λ. However, now that we assume the solutions of the linear inverse problems satisfy 2, we have
Note that the first part I k ⊗ C E is exactly the same as in the proof of Theorem III.1, so all conclusions until (99) can still be obtained (note that σ max (G G) should be added in the general case) for this part. More specifically, this means (99) can be modified to
where the second term σ max (G G) trace LΛL is the same as in (99) because of the first part I k ⊗ C E in (106). However, the first term trace (
is from the correlation between different inputs, and the matrix Σ is
which is obtained by adding the second term (1 k 1 k ) ⊗ C cor in (106) into the step (a) in (94). From Property 6 of Lemma VIII.1, (108) can be simplified to
Therefore, from the definition of (87)
Define the column vector 
where the blockΨ i,j on the i-th row and the j-th column is
where step (a) is from Property 7 of Lemma VIII.1 and the notation trace[Ψ i,j ] means the n × n matrix with entries
is from the definition of the matrix Ψ in (39) . Plugging (112) into (107), we obtain
which is the same as in (38) . Therefore
where (a) is from the definition of the decoding matrix L = (GΛ
D. Proof of Theorem IV.1
In this section, we compute the residual error of the uncoded linear inverse algorithm. From (9), we have
Therefore, in the uncoded scheme, the overall error is
where (a) is from (115) and (b) is from the definition of C(l i ) in (23) . Thus, we have proved (41) . To prove (42), we note that from the i.i.d. assumption of l i ,
E. Proof of Theorem IV.4
From Theorem IV.2,
We now argue that to show (50), we only need to show
because then, we have
where (a) follows from (118) and (b) follows from (119). Also note that after we prove (50), then using (48), we have
so we have
which means coded computation beats uncoded computation. Note that step (a) holds because of the variance heavy-tail property. Therefore, we only need to prove (119). The proof of (119) is divided into two steps, and intuition behind each step is provided along the proof. The main intuition is that the Fourier structure of the matrix F makes the matrix J 4 concentrates around its mean value, which makes the most tricky term
1) Exploiting the Fourier structure to obtain a Toeplitz covariance matrix: First, we claim that when F n×n is the Fourier transform matrix, the matrix FΛF in (33)
is a Toeplitz matrix composed of the Fourier coefficients of the sequence (vector)
In what follows, we use the simplified notation
Lemma VIII.2. If
where w = exp(−2πi/n), then
Proof. The entry on the l-th row and the m-th column of FΛF is
Thus, Lemma VIII.2 holds.
Therefore, the variance of all entries of FΛF is the same because
Further, the means of all diagonal entries of FΛF are
while the means of all off-diagonal entries are
2) Using the concentration of J 4 to obtain the error when n → ∞: From an intuitive perspective, when n → ∞, the submatrix J 4 concentrates at µI n−k (see the above computation on the mean and variance of all entries). In this case
Therefore, we have
Now, we formalize the above intuitive statement. In fact, we will show a even stronger bound than the bound on the expected error. Lemma VIII.3. When n − k = o( √ n), with high probability
for any > 0.
After we prove Lemma VIII.3, we obtain a bound on expectation using the fact that
Thus, when n → ∞ and n − k = o( √ n),
for all > 0, which completes the proof of Theorem IV.4. The proof of Lemma VIII.3 relies on the concentration of trace(J 2 J 2 ) and the concentration of J 4 . In particular, when we prove the concentration of J 4 , we use the Gershgorin circle theorem [36] . First, we show the following Lemma.
Lemma VIII.4. When n − k = o(n), with high probability (in 
Since all entries in J 2 have zero mean (because l = m ever in (138) and from (131) all off-diagonal entries have zero mean) and have the same variance v n (see (129)),
where (a) holds because E f [s 1 ] = 0. To prove (137), we compute the variance of trace(J 2 J 2 ) and use Chebyshev's inequality to bound the tail probability. Define
where (a) follows from (139). From (138), we have
where the last equality (a) holds due to Parseval's equality for the Fourier transform, which states that
where (a) follows from (139) and (141) and (b) follows from (127). Note that
is the famous statistic called "unbiased sample variance", and its variance is (see Page 229, Theorem 2 in
Also note that the sample variance is unbiased, which means
where (a) follows from (142), (b) follows from (143) and (c) follow from (149). Note that we have computed the expectation of (139)). Using the Chebyshev's inequality
where (a) is from (150) and (b) is because n + k − 1 < 2n. Therefore, the proof of (137) is over.
Next, we show that with high probability the largest eigenvalue of (J 4 ) (n−k)×(n−k) is smaller than (1 + )µ. Note that the matrix J 4 is a principle submatrix of the Toeplitz matrix FΛF = Toeplitz[s p ] p=0,1,...,n−1 , so J 4 = Toeplitz[s p ] p=0,1,...,n−k−1 is also Toeplitz. Using the Gershgorin circle theorem, all eigenvalues of J 4 := [J ij ] must lie in the union of (n − k) circles, in which the i-th circle is centered at the diagonal entryJ ii =s 0 and has radius j =i |J ij | = j =i |s j−i |. These (n−k) circles are all within the circle centered ats 0 with radius 2 n−k−1 p=1 |s p |. Therefore, the maximum eigenvalue of J 4 satisfies σ max <s 0 + 2
where ( From Lemma VIII.4 and (153), when n → ∞ and (n − k) 2 = o(n), with high probability (which is 1 −
and at the same time
From concentration of trace(J 2 J 2 ) and the lower bound of J −1 4 , we have, with high probability,
for all . This concludes the proof of Lemma VIII.3 and hence completes the proof of Theorem IV.4 (see the details from after Lemma VIII.3 to equation (136)). This lemma is a formal statement of equality (133).
F. Proof of Theorem IV.5
1) Uncoded linear inverse problem:
Consider the eigenvalue decomposition
and without the loss of generality, assume γ 1 is the maximum eigenvalue. Then, from the definition C(
Since P −1 C E (P ) −1 is a positive definite matrix, all of its eigenvalues are positive real numbers. Suppose the maximum eigenvalue and the minimum eigenvalue of P −1 C E (P )
are respectively e max and e min . Then, (159) gives the upper and lower bounds
Suppose the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of P P are respectively c max and c min . Then, (160) and (161) can be further simplified to
where the last equality in the above two inequalities are from the definition of Θ in (158). Therefore,
where (a) is from (41), (b) is obtained by plugging in (162) and (163) and the fact that the constants e min , c min , e max and c min do not change the error exponent when T dl increases, and (c) is from the fact that the maximum term dominates the error exponent in a log-sum form. Since the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix B is γ 1 , we have
Therefore, the error exponent is determined by the worker with the slowest speed (maximum v i ).
2) replication-based linear inverse:
Now we look at the replication-based linear inverse scheme. At first, we do not know the order of the random sequence v 1 , v 2 , . . . v n . Therefore, when we assign the extra n − k < k workers to replicate the computations of the last n − k linear inverse problems, there is a non-zero probability that the slowest worker of the first k workers does not have any other copy. More precisely, denote by E the above event. Then, if we uniformly choose n−k workers to replicate, the probability of E is
This is also a constant that does not depend on the time T dl . Therefore, is because we are lowerbounding the error of replication-based scheme using only the error of the slowest worker in the first k workers, and Pr(E) is the probability that this particular worker is not replicated using any of the n − k extra workers.
Using the fact that max j γ j = γ 1 and the fact that c min e min Pr(E) is a constant that does not change with T dl , we have 
3) Coded linear inverse algorithm: For the coded linear inverse algorithm,
From ( 
where (a) is from the fact that a 1 has covariance C E . To bound the variance ofγ m,l , note that for all j, 
where (a) holds because all a j are independent of each other, and (b) holds because var[X] ≤ E[X 2 ], and (c) is from the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality.
H. Proof of Theorem V.1
The computational complexity at each worker is equal to the number of operations in one iteration multiplied by the number of iterations. The number of iterations is l. In each iteration, the number of operations is equal to the number of non-zeros in B because each iteration x (l+1) = Kr + Bx (l) requires at least scanning through the non-zeros in B once to compute Bx (l) . For general matrices, the number of entries is in the order of N 2 , where N is the number of rows in B. Therefore, the overall number of operations at each worker is in the order of Θ(N 2 l). The encoding and decoding steps in Algorithm 1 are all based on matrix-matrix multiplications. More specifically, for encoding, we multiply the generator matrix G k×n with the input matrix and the initial estimates, which both have size N × k. Thus, the complexity scales as O(nkN ). For decoding, the computation of the decoding matrix L = (G Λ −1 G) −1 GΛ −1 is has complexity Θ(k 3 ) (matrix inverse) plus Θ(k 2 n) (matrix multiplications). Multiplying the decoding matrix L k×n with linear inverse results that have size N × n has complexity Θ(nkN ). Therefore, for large N , the computational complexity is in the order of Θ(nkN ).
The computation of the matrix Λ, as we have explained in Section V, has the same complexity as computing m ≈ 10 extra linear inverse problems. Additionally, it is a one-time cost in the pre-processing step. Thus, we do not take into account the complexity of computing Λ for the analysis of encoding and decoding.
I. Proof of Theorem V.2
We assume that the matrix B and K have already been stored in each worker before the computation of the linear inverse problems. For the PageRank problem, this means that we store the column-normalized adjacency matrix A in each worker.
In Algorithm 1, the i-th worker requires the central controller to communicate a vector r i with length N to compute the linear inverse problem. Thus
The computation cost at each worker is equal to the number of operations in one iteration multiplied by the number of iterations in the specified iterative algorithm. In each iteration, the number of operations also roughly equals to the number of non-zeros in B. Thus
where l i is the number of iterations completed at the i-th worker, |E| is the number of non-zeros, and 2· is because we count both addition and multiplication. From Fig. 9 , the typical number of l i is about 50. Thus, the ratio between computation and communication is
whered is the average number of non-zeros in each row of the B matrix. Since l i is about 50, we expect that the computation cost is much larger than communication.
J. Proof of Lemma VIII.1 Property 1 and property 2 can be directly examined from the definition. Property 3 is Theorem 3 in [43] . To prove property 4, we note that the eigenvalues of A ⊗ B equals to the pairwise products of the eigenvalues of A and the eigenvalues of B (from Theorem 6 in [43] ). Therefore, since the eigenvalues of A and the eigenvalues of B are all nonnegative, the eigenvalues of A ⊗ B are also non-negative. Property 5 follows directly from property 4 because when B − A 0 and C 0, (B − A) ⊗ C 0.
To prove property 6, we can repeatedly use property 3: 
To prove property 7, we first assume that 20 Then, 
where (a) and (b) hold both because the trace can be computed by examining the trace on the diagonal (or the diagonal blocks).
